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Solutions
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Have been tested, verified, and optimized for better 

compatibility. Added on multiple surge protecting 

components to remain high durability and long 

product life-span.

Designed for intuitive operation from user perspective, 

allowing you to perform powerful functions with button 

clicks/ easy connection.

SC&T’s Meeting Room Solution



We provides different countermeasures for 
different scale scenarios, 

assisting you to customize diverse solutions for 
your clients. 
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Specification of Our Meeting Room Solutions
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Highly Compatible and Durable USB Extender

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/usb-2-0-cat5e-extender-with-4-port-hub


Highly Compatible and Durable 
USB Extender
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UE03T

UE03
UE03 is an USB extender that has multiple 

surges protecting components for long 

product lifespan and is strictly tested for 

stable performance. Built-in 4 USB 2.0 ports 

to transfer multiple USB devices for 50M at 

once, and compatible with USB cameras, 

touch panels, keyboards, mice, and printers. 

It's a perfect USB extending solution for 

small-to-medium-sized meeting spaces.

UE03R

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/usb-2-0-cat5e-extender-with-4-port-hub
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/usb-2-0-cat5e-extender-with-4-port-hub
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/usb-2-0-cat5e-extender-with-4-port-hub
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Highly Compatible and Durable 
USB Extender



What Separate UE03 from Others
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Reliable and High 

compatibility.

Tested and verified with multiple 

types of USB devices.
UE03 has built-in surge protection.
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Multi-functional Presentation Switcher 
that Connects Your A/V Devices

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-60hz-3-1-hdmi-usb-c-presentation-switcher


Multi-functional Presentation Switcher 
that Connects Your A/V Devices
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HUS03-4K6G
HUS03-4K6G supports both HDMI and USB-C 

interfaces which includes the current and the 

future trending video formats along with 

built-in contact closures to integrate audio 

speakers, a microphone, and roll up/down a 

motorized projector screen. Also controllable 

via an IR remote, and RS232 commands, and 

an external control keypad.

HUS03-4K6G

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-60hz-3-1-hdmi-usb-c-presentation-switcher
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-60hz-3-1-hdmi-usb-c-presentation-switcher


Application
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簡報者
簡報註解
HUS03-4K6G integrates everything you need in presentation.



Multi-functional Presentation Switcher 
that Connects Your A/V Devices

Support HDMI 2.0, HDR10
Enable 4K60Hz 4:4:4 video with LPCM 7.1/  Dolby 

TrueHD/ DTS-HD MA superior audio to work with 

your advanced TV.

Support USB-Type C
USB Type-C DisplayPort Alternate Mode, not only 

transferring high resolution video but powering the 

connected device at the same time.



Multi-functional Presentation Switcher 
that Connects Your A/V Devices

Bring Your Own Device
Compatible with both Windows and iOS operating 

systems. Whatever a laptop a presenter brings in, it 

connects.

Charging While Using
Up to 60W charging  without an external power 

adopter, 



User Friendly Designs
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Auto-switching
Automatically switching to the last connected video source. No configuration needed.



User Friendly Designs
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The Blank Button
Stop presenting when the presenter isn’t ready 

or doesn’t want to share the sensitive 

information.

Dual HDMI Input Ports
Multiple HDMI inputs for both laptop and desktop.  

Hassle free to switch between devices. 



Flexible Audio I/O Interface
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Audio inputs and output
Audio input source can be selected from digital interface (HDMI1/2 and USB Type-C) or 3.5mm phone jack. The 

audio output can be on the HDMI interface or the contact closure as balanced/unbalanced analog audio.



Intuitive Controls
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Video Switching
Switching videos via a PC, a keypad, or an IR remote, just as simple as watching TV.

IR and RS232 could effortlessly control the projector screen also.



Where You Can Use HUS03-4K6G
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Classroom AuditoriumMeeting Room



簡易規格
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The Extending Switcher that 
Daisy-chains up to 250 Monitors

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender


The Extending Switcher that
Daisy-chains up to 250 Monitors
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HUE03-4K
HUE03-4K features the latest HDMI/ 

DisplayPort/USB-C interfaces for different users' 

needs. With the compatible HDMI receiver 

(HE03R-4K/ HE03LR-4K), you can customize the 

amount of HDMI displays (up to 250 pcs). Each 

chainable RX added, the distance can get 

additional 120-140M.

HUE03T-4K

HE03LR-4K HE03R-4K

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-30hz-hdmi-display-port-usb-c-switching-extender


Application
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1.  Daisy Chain
The chainable receivers (HE03LR-4K) enable the 

presentation switcher to distribute an HDMI signal to up 

to 250 monitors, without visible latency. (Check the test 

video here and randomly pause it to see the time frame.)

2. Stacking Ethernet Switches
As a networking device, HUE03-4K can stack ethernet

switches to also distribute an HDMI signal to multiple 

monitors.

(Daisy Chain)

https://youtu.be/NYdSAcnjMSE?utm_source=sendinblue&utm_campaign=HUE03-4K_EN_20210922&utm_medium=email


Key Features

Diverse Video Interfaces
Built-in HDMI, DisplayPort, and USB-C ports for 

different A/V devices, with resolution up to 

4K@30Hz 4:4:4.

High Power Delivery
Supports 15/39W power charging for iPhone/ 

MacBook, allowing you to charge your mobile 

device while presenting.



Key Features

High Expandability
Supports daisy chain that allows you to customize 

the amount of receivers (up to 250pc), based on 

your project size.

Long Distance
Extends the signal for 120M over CAT5e, 140M over 

CAT6. Each chainable receiver added, the distance 

can reach 120M/140M further.



User Friendly Design

Auto-switching
Automatically detects and switches to the last 

connected HDMI/ DisplayPort/ USB-C input, and to 

the next available input when current one is 

disconnected.

Multiple Options For Control
Managed via panel buttons, external control 

keypad, and console, providing convenient and 

easy operation for every user.



簡易規格
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Optional Model for HUE03-4K, HUS03-4K6G

KC02 
Keypad accessory for intuitive control over HUS03-

4K6G through relay connection.

WUSBC-2M
Certified USB-Type C Cable transfers high resolution 

video and audio with full speed 20Gbps data 

bandwidth. 

KC02
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/2m-usb-type-c-20g-video-cable
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The Extending Switcher 
Specially Designed for Projects

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-vga-hdmi-auto-switching-ir-rs232-poh-hdbaset-extende-2


The Extending Switcher 
Specially Designed for Projects
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VHE02EIPT

VHE02EIPR

VHE02EIP
VHE02EIP is a wall plate HDMI/ VGA extender that 

can use an Ethernet cable to extend HDMI or VGA 

(with audio), bi-directional IR and RS232 signals, 

with flexible distance from 35 to 70M. It can also 

switch from one video to another with one button 

click. It is ideal solution to bring video & audio 

signals to a remote projector/ monitor with easy 

plug & play.

https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-vga-hdmi-auto-switching-ir-rs232-poh-hdbaset-extende-2
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-vga-hdmi-auto-switching-ir-rs232-poh-hdbaset-extende-2
https://www.sct.com.tw/products/4k-vga-hdmi-auto-switching-ir-rs232-poh-hdbaset-extende-2
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Application



Key Features

Optional Input Interfaces
Supports both HDMI and VGA video inputs.

Wall Plate Design
Easily fixed on the wall or on a meeting table.



Key Features

4K@ 30Hz 4:4:4
HDMI Resolution

1920x1200@ 60Hz
VGA Resolution



Supports from 35 to 70M(114.8 to 229.6ft),
choosing cables depending on project size and budget.
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Extra Features
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Supports PoH (Power 
over HDBaseT)

Power from either Tx or Rx unit for 
circumstances that have limited 

electrical sockets.

Supports Video 
Switching

Able to set up the Manual/Auto 
Switching between HDMI and VGA 

signal.

Tx and Rx Match 
Perfectly

Tx and Rx are designed for each 
other, with no compatibility issue.



Extra Features
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Clear LED Switching Button Bi-directional IR/ 
RS232 transmission

Power from either Tx or Rx unit for 
circumstances that have limited 

electrical sockets.

Effortlessly press switching button 
to switch video between HDMI and 

VGA.

Use IR remote/ RS232 commands 
to control the device at either 

remote or local end.
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Built-in surge protection to protect the devices from high voltage spike.

Tips that can lower the chance of Interference:

● Stay away from mobile phone, microwave, radio equipment, fluorescent lamp, high voltage power lines.

● Pull cables in straight to avoid crosstalk interference and increase the transmission stability.

Tips 



簡易規格
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Thank You

www.sct.com.tw service@ sct.com.tw (02) 2218-6886 
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